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Edward Said, in his seminal work Orientalism, states that by painting the narratives of
other cultures, one is telling their narratives for them.1 I strongly disagree with Said. This is a
very retrograde, modernist point of view: in modernism, there was only one linear history to be
told. In today's era of post-or post-post-modernism, there is room for simultaneous narratives.
Everyone should have space to speak from her or his own point of view. We live in a society of
multiple and shared narratives; the time of the modernist model of a singular narrative is over.
While it is true that cultures and societies need to speak for themselves and define their own
narratives, this does not preclude people from outside of those societies having a narrative which
involves an engagement with the cultural symbols from the outsider’s point of view.

I disagree with Said’s position that the Orientalist always views the Other as part of a
larger picture that is connected to her/himself, as opposed to seeing otherness as a pure and
autonomous entity. On the contrary, his vision of seeing the Other only as a pure, separate entity2
is very condescending and far more “Orientalizing” than viewing it in relation to oneself.
Ironically, for me, these ideas represent the Orientalism that he believes he is criticizing: the
isolation of an other is setting them apart just for being other, whereas viewing someone as
different from oneself in a context shared by both is a more empathetic gesture, akin to placing
others on the same plane as oneself.

My disagreement with Said is based on the extensive experience I have had as an ESL
teacher in New York City, a “day job” with which I have supported my activity as an artist for
the past twelve years (both in New York and in Italy, where I was working from 2003 until
1
2

Said, Edward. Orientalism. Pantheon Books: New York, 1978. p. 68.
Ibid.
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2012.) Every day, I interact with people from numerous cultures from across the world, in a
corporate classroom setting. They bring their cultural customs with them as they inhabit this
space, one which I perceive as being very corporate and impersonal, which may begin as a
neutral space but I see it as being energized by the presence that they bring daily. This position
has also given me a unique vantage point from which to experience the interaction of many
cultures that one would rarely see interacting (much less be a part of an interaction with.)
Businesspeople and students from Kazakhstan, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, Korea, Tajikistan,
Pakistan, Russia, Ukraine, Thailand, and many other countries form a nexus of dialogue that I
moderate every single day of the work week, within a neutral architectural context that reflects
none of their cultures of origin, and in doing so leaves room to be invigorated by all of them. The
places where these diverse and human presences meet, and the effect they have on these
surroundings, is the stuff of complex perceptions, and my paintings communicate the urgent
structures of these interactions. I am fascinated by the tensions that manifest themselves
through the garments that we wear and how, in a painting, this can be explored by
understanding the pressure that the background puts on the figure, and the exchange that follows.
My current paintings begin with images of people from the back, wearing either hijabs, turbans,
saris, kufis, or rasta gauzy shawls, and they are largely based on photographs that I have been
taking on the subway and in the street since 2013. I do not paint my subjects frontally, both
because I do not have access to them personally, and because it is the presence of their culture
that fascinates me. I am an observer who shares public space with people from many different
cultures, and the decorative patterns on their clothing fascinate me, especially in relation to the
architecture that surrounds them as they wear these patterns.
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My paintings are rooted in figuration, but are often read as abstract. The figures in my
paintings are in fluctuation; sometimes they are visible, while other times they break down into
an abstraction. An initial reading of my work as abstract very often slowly yields to the
recognition of a cloaked figure in a space, which can then be destabilized by a sense of
fragmentation and compartmentalization. This is a paradox in my work; the covered figure is so
essential, and yet the suffusion of the garment she or he is wearing into a background is my true
subject: the focus of my work is the experience itself, not the figures in the painting. The works
are created by an interaction between the fabrics that are worn and the environments that their
wearers occupy. I think of my paintings as occasions for the confluence of information, rather
than just as objects that rigidly deliver a set of fixed information. Viewers often remark that they
"always find something new" in my work; their relationship with these paintings is changing
continually, as does my work's relationship to figuration and abstraction. I am interested in
leaving room for this sense of confluence in these paintings; a confluence and exchange of
information between the figure and the background. The figures in my work are partially holding
onto its formal autonomy, while other parts dissolve into the background; they are clear and
distinguished in some places, while they dissipate into their environments in others. It is
important that my works are initially read as abstract, as I am often not able to recognize the
culture of origin that an indicator belongs to, and it takes time, experience, and research for me to
become better acquainted with cultural indicators that I see on clothing in the streets and
subways. This sequence of my experiences is paralleled by the viewer’s initial read of
abstraction, which is then followed by a revelation of figuration. Abstraction provides a sense of
codification in my paintings, by acting as a visual membrane that that viewer needs to pass in
order to reach the embedded subject. The moments that we share and the public interactions that
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we have are constantly changing, and my painting reflects this by moving from the explicitly
figurative to the abstract, and sometimes back again. As a viewer, you are walking with me
through my experience of the subjects of my paintings and of daily urban life: the gradual
experiential process of the viewer moves from abstraction to figuration in the same way that it
does for me as I experience and paint the subject. The experience of the urban environment is a
source of great joy and enigma for me, and the viewer shares the process of clarifying and
focusing as I do when I paint the work, and as when I experience my subjects.

My work is made in "real time"- as I paint, I understand the paint's presence on the
canvas as it relates to my own experience as I simultaneously investigate the central figure’s
relationship to the space that she or he occupies. My paintings build up slowly over time, in a
process that parallels my own gradual understanding of an individual in public space. My work
accumulates physically in traces; layers of thin, transparent acrylic paint build up over time. I
work slowly, and rarely apply more than one layer of paint per session. To me, this aspect of my
process mirrors an accumulation of the traces of experience. Ironically, my completed paintings
often have the impact of immediacy and directness, and appear to have been painted quickly:
process, while being something that guides the viewer, can also be transparent.

Materially and in terms of scale, I am exploring a language of watercolors writ large (the
size of the current works average 8 feet by 5 feet, and are executed in largely transparent fluid
acrylic on canvas); the intimacy and humanity of a watercolor sketch is blown up to a scale at
which we would not usually experience it. This relates back to my aforementioned interest in the
relationship between a figure and the pressure that it suffers at the hands of its environment.
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These forms also have a double-reading: they can often be read as resembling amoebae or atoms,
while they can also be read as decorative patterns, such as those that can be found on clothing
used for religious purposes, such as hijabs and headwraps (from the Middle East, North Africa,
sub-Saharan Africa, and South Asia.). By enlarging forms that can be read both as amoebae or
atoms and as decorative patterns, I am giving the viewer an experience of these visual languages
that they do not normally have; the viewer is confronted by these forms on a scale that is far
larger, and therefore more confrontational, than normal. From being intimate and manageably
sized (as seen through a microscope or on a garment), the patterns become forms to be reckoned
with.

The knot is becoming a focal point of my most current work. I am fascinated with the
subtle (yet absolutely definitive) line between the utilitarian and decorative and the spiritually
loaded nature of garments worn by people in the city, and the knot (or the fold) is the point at
which a textile so often crosses the threshold from the purely decorative to the culturally
associative. I am interested in how this line shifts when a fabric created for a secular and
utilitarian purpose becomes transformed for a more culturally specific purpose. For instance: a
cloth that is considered banal and taken for granted in one culture (e.g. a secular decorative
pattern, such as a checkers, plaid, or polka dots), takes on specific signification when repurposed by another as it is knotted, folded, or turned into a headwrap. These knots and folds are
evidence of what I call transitory Jungianism. Carl Jung believed that cultural indicators are
alive, and are imbued with power by the cultures and people that make them. Knots have the
power to endow a bland, quotidian material with a fleeting spiritual power, and they by extension
have the ability to empower the individual that wears them. However, the simple act of untying
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or flattening the knotted or the folded garment would return it to its original decorative status.
Function is assigned by the wearer; this is an empowerment of the individual in the face of a
mass-producing consumer culture. The wearer assigns function and the product made for banal
consumerism becomes raw material for cultural and spiritual expression. In any case, it can
always be returned to its original function with the simple untying of a knot. Every garment is
just a fold away from acquiring power, and, by turn, always within a step of returning to
invisibly decorative blandness. This extends to a wider, shared belief system; opening a massproduced garment to the materials and languages of a separate culture. For example, a plaid
(tartan) pattern can be used for an African or Caribbean headwrap; the tartan pattern is native to
Scotland, and has since taken on a secular, decorative function in many Western cultures. In my
own life, I have always associated this pattern with casual shirts and kitchen towels. However, as
I have seen, when a flannel is worn on one's head, with a knot in the back, it becomes charged
with the energy of the user’s culture (Africa and the Caribbean). It is not just appropriated, it is
“owned” by the wearer. Therefore, the knot becomes a fragile entry point for me, as an outsider,
into the person who is my subject, while there is a point of departure (the textile itself), with
which I am familiar. Its use, however, is outside the realm of my own culture, and the knot is the
place in which that threshold is established, investigated, and, if possible, crossed.

Virtual back-lighting is essential to these works; there is a strong sense of light
illuminating the forms painted on the surfaces from within, which comes from the white of the
canvas itself. This illumination is essential to the work, because it is reminiscent both of a
stained-glass window and of the rectangular glass slide under a microscope, which acts as a
support for that which is being analyzed. In other words, the backlighting is reminiscent of both a
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spiritual experience and of a scientific analysis. I work from images of such slides to give my
paintings an allusion to scientific analysis, while the inner luminosity of the work is reminiscent
of the spiritual connotation of stained-glass windows. This comparison of binary references
allows me to investigate the meeting places of science and spirituality, and the places where they
overlap; these two types of lighting and transparency synthesize in my work. My choice of
transparent glazes for a medium is the vehicle for my sensitivity to the luminosity of my images.

I create a hybrid pictorial space in my work: the light of my paintings evokes both a
subway tunnel and a church. I also use opaque applications of thick black gesso or other acrylic
paints in juxtaposition to the delicateness of the transparent layering of acrylic paint. For years I
have been fascinated by Ananda K. Coomaraswamy's assessment of traditional Indian painting
as a station for the spirit, as opposed to a place where the spirit permanently resides.3 In other
words, for Coomaraswamy, sometimes the viewer looks at a painting and its spirit is present,
while other times it is not. This is the way I view my work, and the transparency of my paint
application reflects this.

My current paintings flesh out the unseen relationships that exist between ourselves and
our environments by investigating the ways in which the public spaces around us become infused
with the cultural indicators that we wear: how the architecture that defines the spaces around us
becomes altered and energized by our inner lives. In the part of Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn,
where I live, I am exposed daily to the juxtaposition of the wrought-iron gatework, Dutch
colonial architecture of the limestone and brownstone buildings and the headwraps, rasta gauzy

3

Coomaraswamy, Ananda K. Il Grande Brivido. Adelphi: Milan, 1987. p. 138.
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shawls, and kufis of my mostly Caribbean and Muslim neighbors. I investigate the nature of the
liminal space between a person and the cultural indicators that she or he is surrounded by in an
urban space. Signifiers for urban space in my work appear painted flatly in the imposing
backgrounds of the works, with varying degrees of figuration (at times they dissipate completely
into fields of color or texture in the paintings), in the form of images or depictions of subway
signs, exit signs, brick walls, windows, and vestiges of commercial advertising. I explore the
points where a connection is formed between one's inner life and one's outer surroundings, and
how information is transmitted between the two. Our identities are defined through the networks
that are formed between the patterns on our clothing and the surrounding urban infrastructure:
these two entities either fuse or reject one another, and my paintings manifest this visually.
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IMAGE LIST OF WORKS IN THE EXHIBITION:
CHRISTIAN BREED, NOVEMBER 16- DECEMBER 3

1. Untitled Acrylic on Canvas 70 x 80 inches 2017
2. Untitled Acrylic on Canvas 96 x 60 inches 2017
3. Untitled Mixed Media on Canvas 58 x 56 inches 2017
4. Untitled Mixed Media on Canvas 45 x 52 inches 2017
5. Untitled Mixed Media on Canvas 70 x 40 inches 2017
6. Untitled Mixed Media on Canvas 96 x 60 inches 2017
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Christian Breed

16 November- 3 December

Installation View
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